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Recent industrial demands in the fields of microsyste
and device miniaturization led to development of two m
jor technologies, micro-electro-mechanical~MEM! and
micro-optics. A promising team-up of these two techno
gies combined with microelectronics creates a rich
abling technology of micro-opto-electro-mechanic
~MOEM! systems. All constituent technologies in MOE
allow for batch processing and embossing and includ
micromachining process that makes them highly fascin
ing for commercial applications. The MOEM technolog
is so advanced that in the near future it will lead to t
development of a new family of miniaturized devices w
enormous potential to revolutionize photonic system
What makes this technology attractive to industry is
inherent potential for low-cost batch production and m
iaturization.

One of the team technologies of MOEM is micr
optics, which has advanced rapidly during the past se
years. Micro-optical components, such as diffractive~bi-
nary optics! and refractive microlenses, have recently
ceived considerable attention in the optics research
development community. Micro-optical functions such
focal plane optical concentration for efficiency enhan
ment, beam combining, and beam shaping have dem
strated the capability of this technology. Optical devic
that were considered to be impractical due to the lim
tions of bulk optics in the 1970s were designed and f
ricated easily using micro-optics in the 1980s. The fi
collection of papers in micro-optics appeared in a spe
section ofOptical Engineeringin November 1994~Vol.
33, No. 11!. In this special section, the glory and potent
of MOEM systems were thoroughly reviewed.

In January 1995, the first SPIE conference related
MOEM systems was held. The conference title w
‘‘Miniaturized systems with microoptics and microme
chanics.’’ Because of growing interest in this field~see
Proceedings of SPIE, Vols. 2383, 2687, 3008, 2641, an
2881!, SPIE planned for a program track under MOE
systems. Presently, this program contains five conferen
all related to MOEM systems. The program also includ
a yearly panel discussion that provides an informal for
for defining goals for future conferences to promote
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required technologies in developing low-cost, lightweight
and robust devices for both commercial and military ap
plications.

This special section includes 15 selected papers to pr
vide a gear toward aligning the advanced technologies
micro-optics and micro-electro-mechanical systems, an
includes advances in miniaturized optical scanners an
deformable mirrors. The special section starts with a re
view paper discussing the entire field of MOEM systems
including the most recent technology advances in micro
optical bench and digital videos. Since MOEM system
include mechanical components, residual stresses in co
posite structures play an important role for manufacturin
reliable devices. Therefore, one paper in the special se
tion is devoted solely to MOEMS material characteriza
tion.

In addition, this special section addresses various a
pects of MOEM technologies. It is an opportunity for sci-
entists, researchers, and engineers working either
micro-optics or MEMS to collect information that will
lead to developing devices for commercial or dual-us
applications.

To conclude, it has been a great pleasure to have th
opportunity to introduce this new field to all scientific
groups of SPIE, IEEE, and especially the MEMS commu
nity. We hope the papers presented in this special sectio
will contribute to a better understanding of the status an
prospects of MOEM systems. This collection of technol
ogy information will support the formation of a very pow-
erful and enriched MOEMS design tools teaming of three
technologies: electronics, mechanics, and optics. M
thanks to all the authors who have reported their resear
in the field of optical MEMS. Many thanks are also due to
all the members of the editorial board and referees wh
have diligently sought out the authors and helped in
timely publication. I also thank Brian Thompson, Editor
of this journal, for giving me this opportunity to serve as
the guest editor for such an important and emerging fiel
of photonic systems.

May you all find device miniaturization by MEMS to
be a new industrial vision in the 20th century. Teaming
MEMS with micro-optics will revolutionize this vision.
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